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20 SILENT NO LONGER 
Kevin Smith’s greatest acting
achievement: playing Silent Bob, a
mute guy who makes faces. So how
did the indie director find himself 
in front of the camera playing
Jennifer Garner’s pal in the rom-com
Catch and Release? We’ll let him
tell you I BY EARL DITTMAN

24 SECOND SIGHT
Flags of Our Fathers director 
Clint Eastwood reveals why he felt 
so compelled to revisit the 
Battle of Iwo Jima and tell the 
story again from the Japanese point
of view in Letters from Iwo Jima
I BY TERRY LAWSON 

28 BIEL’S SPIEL
Men’s magazine favourite 
Jessica Biel talks about getting in
touch with her grittier self to play a
soldier returning home from the 
Iraq War in Home of the Brave
I BY BOB STRAUSS 
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32 GOOD, OLD-FASHIONED STORY

Renée Zellweger’s first movie in a
year and a half sees her playing the
Victorian author and illustrator who
created Peter Rabbit. Find out why
Zellweger was drawn to Miss Potter
I BY STEVE RAMOS
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Funny what a difference a few years
makes. The first time we featured
Renée Zellweger on the cover it was

for a movie called Bridget Jones’s Diary,
and everyone — well, mostly Britain —
was up in arms that this little Texan 
belle would play their favourite, frumpy 
English gal.

Of course, Bridget was a fictional
character created in the pages of a book
by Helen Fielding, but she had become
a very real icon for average British
women, and the London tabloids were

furious that svelte, American Zellweger was given the part. Could she
look drab enough? And what about her English accent?

We now know that Zellweger was so good in that role she was 
nominated for Best Actress at both the Academy Awards and Britain’s
equivalent, the BAFTAs.

So here she is back on our cover for Miss Potter, once again playing
an iconic female Brit, once again doing an English accent — and this
time no one is complaining. 

Beatrix Potter is the subject now, the early 20th-century children’s
author who created Peter Rabbit, but lived a less than fairy tale life. 
In “The Other Potter,” page 32, Zellweger makes her case for why 
this movie about love, Victorian England and Peter Rabbit is more
than just a chick flick.

At first glance, director Clint Eastwood’s Letters from Iwo Jima looks like
an afterthought to Flags of Our Fathers, his drama of last year, which 
recreated World War Two’s Battle of Iwo Jima from the familiar, 
American perspective. Letters tells the same story, but from the Japanese
point of view, and in our interview, “Same Story: New Lens,” page 24,
Eastwood admits he made it because he felt he was “only telling half
the story” with Flags.

And if the National Board of Review — which announced its picks
for the best films of 2006 last month — is to be believed, this is no 
cobbled-together attempt at balance, no footnote to a larger film. Not
only did the Board name Letters Best Film, it also released a statement
saying it is “probably Mr. Eastwood’s masterpiece and perhaps one of
the greatest films of our time.”

When Eastwood directed his first film, Play Misty for Me, back in
1971, he opened the door for actors who wanted to direct. Now making
that switch isn’t the least bit out of the ordinary. But directors who
want to be actors? That’s something completely
different. In “Getting in on the Act,” page 20, 
director Kevin Smith talks about his supporting role
in the romantic-comedy Catch and Release. 

And on page 28 we have “Biel Soldiers On,” an
interview with Jessica Biel about dialing down the
glam and dialing up the grit for Home of the Brave,
about a group of soldiers trying to adjust after 
returning home from Iraq. —MARNI WEISZ
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Get fresh.

Always Fresh™ joins the line of Always® pads you know and love.
It’s lightly scented for a refreshing change.

Have a happy period.
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SAM ROBERTS

Chemical City

Juno-Award winning

Canadian Rocker

Sam Roberts

returns to the

spotlight with

Chemical City, the

follow up to his

Platinum selling debut album We Were

Born In A Flame.

The new album features 11 new Sam

Roberts Band tracks including the chart

topping hits "The Gate" and "Bridge To

Nowhere" plus the brand new single "With

A Bullet".

THE TRAGICALLY 

HIP

World Container

With the release of

World Container's

first single, “In

View”, Tragically

Hip fans could

barely contain their

enthusiasm for the veteran Canadian

band's eleventh album. 

Produced by the legendary Bob Rock

(Metallica, Our Lady Peace) and recorded in

Maui, Toronto and Vancouver, this new

collection hones the Hip's trademark sound

while losing none of its idiosyncrasies. 

JOHNNY CASH

American V: 

A Hundred
Highways

Johnny Cash's final

studio recordings,

including the tracks

"God's Gonna Cut

You Down" and "If

You Could Read My Mind". 

“These songs are Johnny’s final statement.

They are the truest reflection of the music

that was central to his life at the time. This is

the music that Johnny wanted us to hear.” 

-Producer Rick Rubin.

AUDIOSLAVE

Revelations

Audioslave return

with Revelations.

Boasting a fuller

back end driven by

bassist Tim

Commerford and

drummer Brad

Wilk’s heavy, swaggering rhythms,

Revelations unites Chris Cornell’s signature

rock-god rasp and Tom Morello’s guitar

pyrotechnics into a powerful double-barreled

punch. First single “Original Fire,” marked by

its funky strutting bassline and incendiary

guitar solo, sets the table for an all-you-can

eat banquet of full-bodied rock. Pound for

pound, no band alive rocks harder.  

THE ULTIMATE

FIGHTER

Season 2

18 of the best

Mixed martial

Arts fighters, 9

Heavyweights

and 9 Welterweights, have come

from around the world to Las

Vegas with one dream… to be

named The Ultimate FighterTM

and given a contract in the

Ultimate Fighting

ChampionshipTM organization.

Includes Fighter Profiles, Behind-

the-Scenes material and

Ultimate Fighter Auditions.

WWE

Roddy Piper

Story: Born to

Controversy

"Rowdy" Roddy

Piper (also

known as Hot

Rod) was one of the most

potent personalities on the

World Wrestling Federation

circuit throughout the 1980s

and 1990s. This biography

documents his incredible rise

and chronicles the conflict

with Hulk Hogan, culminating

in the first-ever Wrestlemania.

Roddy Piper truly was born to

controversy.  

HOCKEY:

A People’s

History

CBC Television

continues its

e x c e l l e n t

documentary

series A People’s History, this

time turning their sights on

Canada’s Game. Featuring a

very comprehensive look at

the origins of the game (men’s

and women’s) and narrated by

actor Paul Gross, Hockey: A

People’s History is an

enlightening and in-depth look

at a very vital part of our

national history.

CANADA

RUSSIA ‘72

Originally aired

as a miniseries

on CBC

Television this

year, Canada

Russia ‘72 is a

superb dramatization of the

Cold War hockey series that

gripped a nation. Directed by

T.W. Peacocke and with

standout performances from

David Berni  as Phil Esposito

and  David Miller as Paul

Henderson, this is an

unmissable account of a pivotal

piece of Canadian history.

DON CHERRY

18

Don Cherry is

back with

volume 18 of

his incredibly

p o p u l a r

highlights packages. Get all

the best rock ‘em sock ‘em

moments from the 2005-2006

season, including the playoffs.

Last season was undoubtedly

one of the most exciting in

recent memory and this wrap-

up disc is a must-own for any

fan.   

great CD gift ideas great DVD gift ideas

HOCKEY A PEOPLE’S HISTORY: © 2006 Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. All Rights Reserved. CANADA RUSSIA ‘72: Program Content © 2006 Dream Street Pictures /
Summit Films. All Rights Reserved. Distributed in Canada by MAPLE PICTURES. All Rights Reserved. ULTIMATE FIGHTER 2: © 2006 Alliance Atlantis*.  All Rights
Reserved. Distributed Exclusively in Canada by Motion Picture Distribution LP.  All Rights Reserved. RODDY PIPER STORY: The names of all WWE programming, talent,
images, likenesses and logos are the exclusive property of WWE. All other trademarks, property names, company names and logos herein are the property of the
respective owners. ©2005 World Wrestling Entertainment, Inc. All Rights Reserved. ©2006 World Wrestling Entertainment, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
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CAUGHTONFILM
JENNIFER GARNER, DENNIS HOPPER, DAKOTA FANNING, TONI COLLETTE, JUDE LAW, CAMERON DIAZ, KATE WINSLET
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You got me. Jennifer Garner has a rare
smile for the paparazzi as she plucks a
parking ticket from her car in L.A. 
PHOTO BY KEYSTONE

Wakey, wakey Jude. Actor Jude Law looks as
though he’s straining to keep his eyes open at the
London premiere of The Holiday, despite being
flanked by his gorgeous co-stars, Kate Winslet
(right) and a newly brunette Cameron Diaz. 
PHOTO BY MJ KIM/GETTY  

“Do you think it captures my essence?”
Dennis Hopper discusses a 1971 portrait of
him by Andy Warhol with Samuel Keller, the
director of Art Basel Miami Beach, the swanky
visual arts festival where the piece was being
displayed. Hopper also had some of his own
works in the show. 
PHOTO BY GUSTAVO CABALLERO/GETTY

Apparently, Toni Collette can sing. The star
of In Her Shoes and Little Miss Sunshine
performs at the Homebake 2006 music festival
in her native Australia. Collette’s band, The Finish,
have one album, Beautiful Awkward Pictures. 
PHOTO BY PAUL MCCONNELL/GETTY

Dakota Fanning will be 13 next month,
maybe that’ll be a good time for her people to
stop dressing her up like a Hummel figurine.
Here, Fanning promotes Charlotte’s Web to an
audience in Japan. 
PHOTO BY JUNKO KIMURA/GETTY
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Canada’s 
TOPTEN
It’s time to salute 
the best Canadian 
films of 2006, as
chosen by a national
panel of journalists,
directors, producers and
programmers. The panel
was assembled by the
Toronto International
Film Festival Group.
And this year’s
controversy? No 
Bon Cop, Bad Cop
— the top-grossing
Canadian film in history,
surpassing even Porky’s.

IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER, 
THE TOP TEN CANADIAN 
FILMS OF 2006 ARE:
• Away From Her 

(director, Sarah Polley)
• Congorama 

(director, Philippe Falardeau)
• The Journals of Knud Rasmussen

(directors, Zacharias Kunuk 
and Norman Cohn)

• Manufactured Landscapes
(director, Jennifer Baichwal)

• Monkey Warfare 
(director, Reginald Harkema)

• Radiant City 
(directors, Gary Burns and Jim Brown)

• Sharkwater 
(director, Rob Stewart)

• Sur la Trace d’Igor Rizzi 
(director, Noël Mitrani)

• Trailer Park Boys: The Movie 
(director, Mike Clattenburg)

• Un Dimanche à Kigali 
(director, Robert Favreau)

The films will be screened this
month in Toronto at Cinematheque
Ontario (January 26 to February 4).
For screening and ticket information
log on to www.topten.ca, or call
416.968.FILM. —IR

Congorama

The Journals of Knud Rasmussen

Away From Her

Trailer Park Boys: 
The Movie

Manufactured Landscapes

Shorts_Jan07  12/14/06  11:33 AM  Page 13

Recognize this little guy? Those haunting eyes? That inflated
melon? Imagine him floating in the darkness of space. It’s the

Star Child from Stanley Kubrick’s 1968 intergalactic journey
2001: A Space Odyssey. Poor little guy must be tired. Never mind
spurring the rebirth of mankind (or…whatever he was supposed
to represent), since March 2004 he’s been travelling Earth’s
museums — Frankfurt, Berlin, Melbourne — as part of 
“The Stanley Kubrick Exhibition” — a collection of pieces from
the trippy films of the late director. But the tour ends at the
Caermersklooster museum in Ghent, Belgium, this month, and our
little Star Child will finally be able to get some rest. —MW
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Artifact
This month’s objet de film: 
Kubrick’s Star Child

ALPHA DOG
RELEASE HANGS IN 
THE BALANCE

You may — or may not — be
able to check out the teen

crime drama Alpha Dog this
month, it all depends what a
Los Angeles federal court
decides. As of our press time,
the verdict had yet to be
reached and the film was slated
to come out on January 12th. 

Alpha Dog stars Emile Hirsch,
Justin Timberlake and Bruce
Willis, and is based on the
exploits of California teenager
Jesse James Hollywood, who is
accused of kidnapping and
killing the younger brother 

of a man who owed him 
drug money. 

Making a movie based on
real-life events isn’t the problem
here, but rather it’s the fact 
Mr. Hollywood is presently
sitting in jail awaiting his trial
and his lawyer, James Blatt,
believes releasing or even
advertising the film will sway
the public (and potential jurors)
into believing his client is guilty.
So he’s trying to legally delay
the film’s release until after his
client’s trial later this summer.

Blatt was able to get lead
prosecutor, Ronald Zonen,
taken off the case because
Zonen handed over all of his
files to the film’s research team
before going to trial, and that
was deemed a legal no-no. But
many legal analysts believe
Blatt’s attempt to delay the
film’s release is doomed to fail
since there’s already been
extensive media coverage of the
case on TV’s Dateline and
Unsolved Mysteries and in an 
in-depth story in Los Angeles
Magazine, plus there is no legal
precedent for such a ruling. —IR

Alpha Dog’s 
Justin Timberlake (left) 

and Emile Hirsch

Shorts_Jan07  12/14/06  11:45 AM  Page 12



K ristin Kreuk knows a thing
or two about forbidden
love. The 24-year-old plays

Lana Lang on TV’s Smallville,
where she carries a torch for
the untouchable teenage
Superman, and in the Canadian
film Partition she portrays a
Muslim woman who falls deeply
in love with a Sikh man.

Partition, directed by 
Vic Sarin (Love on the Side),
has Kreuk in her first major

movie role (she had a cameo in
Eurotrip), and she lives up to
her billing as an up-and-coming
actor, giving a humane and
heartfelt performance. 

Set in 1947 India, the 
film focuses on the upheaval
caused by Partition, the
splitting up of British ruled
India into independent India
and the newly formed Pakistan.
The split was based on religious
alignment — India’s population

would be predominately Hindu
and Sikh, while Pakistan would
welcome a Muslim majority —
which led to more than 14 million
people being uprooted and
forced to make the trek across
the new borders. The violence,
massacres and riots that
occurred during Partition killed
an estimated half-million people. 

Kreuk plays Naseem, 
a 17-year-old Muslim woman
who escapes an attack by Hindu

marauders. She is taken in by
Hindu soldier-turned-farmer Gian
(Jimi Mistry), whose courageous
act is scorned by his Hindu
village. The two fall in love, but
their union comes with a price. 

“I think this film will give
people all over the world,
especially people here in 
North America, an idea of what
Partition was,” says Kreuk on
the line from her Vancouver
home. “When I started this film
I had no idea what it was and I
think a lot of people don’t.” 

To prepare for her role Kreuk
immersed herself in Muslim
culture, spoke to Muslim women,
attended a local mosque and
studied with cultural and
dialogue coaches. Her research
cleared up the misconception
she held that Muslim women
are subservient and powerless.

“I’m a half-Chinese, half-
Dutch Canadian girl, I grew up
in Vancouver, I live a very liberal
lifestyle and my friends and I
grew up thinking, ‘Oh my god,
how can women live that way,
it’s so unfair!’ But I failed to see
theirs is a certain culture, a
different culture, and it doesn’t
mean mine is right and theirs is
wrong, or that theirs is right and
mine is wrong, it’s just different,
and I was able to explore that,
which was amazing.”

The film will undoubtedly
open doors for Kreuk, although,
as she admits, it’s not as if she’s
a complete unknown. Before
beginning Smallville in 2001
she appeared in the Vancouver-
set teen soap opera Edgemont.

“Partition was such a great
experience for me because I do
come from a TV background,
and it’s funny, I think of myself
as a newcomer, but I’m not new
at all,” she says with a laugh. “I
was talking to Grace Park the
other day, she’s on Battlestar
Galactica now, and I’m like,
‘Dude, how long have we been
on TV for?’ And we’ve been
doing this for...eight years I’ve
been on TV. Amazing.” 

Partition hits theatres on
February 2. —INGRID RANDOJA
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spotlight I

Kristin 
KREUK 

moves from 
Smallville to India
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CODE NAME: THE CLEANER
WHO’S IN IT? Cedric the Entertainer, Lucy Liu
WHO DIRECTED? Les Mayfield (The Man)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? A janitor (Cedric the
Entertainer) suffering from amnesia
believes he’s an undercover government
agent. Liu plays a real agent, while hotties
Nicollette Sheridan and Elizabeth Hurley
pop up as window dressing. 

HOSTEL: PART II 
WHO’S IN IT? Bijou Phillips, Lauren German
WHO DIRECTED? Eli Roth (Hostel)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? In this sequel to Hostel,
three American women studying in Italy are
lured to a hostel that’s actually an under-
ground torture club. Let the grisly games begin. 

HOME OF THE BRAVE
WHO’S IN IT? Samuel L. Jackson, Jessica Biel
WHO DIRECTED? Irwin Winkler (De-Lovely)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? Three U.S. 
soldiers — Jackson, Biel and Curtis
Jackson (a.k.a. 50 Cent) — return 
from duty in Iraq only to have difficulty
adjusting to regular society and life 
with their families. See Jessica Biel
interview, page 28.

HAPPILY N’EVER AFTER
VOICES: Sarah Michelle Gellar, Freddie Prinze Jr.
WHO DIRECTED? Paul J. Bolger (debut)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? Fairy Tale Land is turned
upside down when Ella’s (short for
Cinderella) stepmother convinces the
kingdom’s “bad” characters to join forces,
thereby changing the plot of many fairy
tales. It’s up to Ella to reign in the baddies
and get things back to normal.  

J A N U A R Y  7

WWE-PAY-PER-VIEW
NEW YEAR’S REVOLUTION
Check www.cineplex.com for a list of
theatres where you can watch it live, 
and to buy tickets. 

PERFUME: THE STORY 
OF A MURDERER
WHO’S IN IT? Ben Whishaw, Dustin Hoffman
WHO DIRECTED? Tom Tykwer (Heaven)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? Set in 18th-century
France, this thriller star Wishaw as a
man who was born with no scent of his
own, but who has a highly developed
sense of smell. He becomes a
perfumer, and his obsessive desire to
capture the perfect woman’s scent
requires he capture real women and
extract his secret ingredients.
� HITS THEATRES JANUARY 5

nowintheatres
I BY INGRID RANDOJA
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LETTERS FROM IWO JIMA
WHO’S IN IT? Ken Watanabe, 
Kazunari Ninomiya
WHO DIRECTED? Clint Eastwood 
(Flags of Our Fathers)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? In Flags of Our Fathers,
Eastwood gave us an American view of the
Battle of Iwo Jima and its effect on the
American war effort during World War Two.
Now, in a rare gesture of cultural sensitivity,
Eastwood returns to Iwo Jima to recount
the battle from the point of view of the
Japanese soldiers who were vastly
outnumbered by their American
counterparts. See Clint Eastwood
interview, page 24.

ARTHUR AND THE INVISIBLES
WHO’S IN IT? Freddie Highmore, Mia Farrow
WHO DIRECTED? Luc Besson 
(The Fifth Element)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? This family flick begins
as live action and then switches to
animation when 10-year-old Arthur
(Highmore) is shrunk down to a miniscule
size and travels to the land of the Invisibles
to hunt for a lost treasure. Listen for the
voice talents of music stars Madonna,
David Bowie and Snoop Dogg.

MISS POTTER
WHO’S IN IT? Renée Zellweger, 
Ewan McGregor
WHO DIRECTED? Chris Noonan (Babe)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? Down With 
Love co-stars Zellweger and McGregor
reunite for this bio-pic of Victorian
children’s author Beatrix Potter
(Zellweger), who led an unconventional life
by refusing to marry for convenience sake,
and successfully writing and illustrating
her own books. See Renée Zellweger
interview, page 32.

PATHFINDER
WHO’S IN IT? Karl Urban, Russell Means
WHO DIRECTED? Marcus Nispel 
(The Texas Chainsaw Massacre)  
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? Sometime around 
1000 A.D., a shipload of Vikings set foot
on North American soil, massacre the
helpless natives living there and leave
behind a small boy. He is adopted by the
natives and proves to be their saviour 
when the marauding Norsemen return 
15 years later. 

FREEDOM WRITERS
WHO’S IN IT? Hilary Swank, Patrick Dempsey
WHO DIRECTED? William Brent Bell 
(Sparkle and Charm)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? Swank plays a newbie
teacher assigned to a high school in 
Long Beach, California, who manages to
unite the black, white, Asian and Latino
students in her class by having them write
down their life stories.

STOMP THE YARD
WHO’S IN IT? Columbus Short, Meagan Good
WHO DIRECTED? Sylvain White (debut)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? Slick street dancer 
DJ (Short) is sent to a college where 
step dancing is all the rage and fraternities
vie to be the best hoofers on campus. 
But will the troubled DJ fit into their
regimented routines? 

ALPHA DOG
WHO’S IN IT? Emile Hirsch, Anton Yelchin
WHO DIRECTED? Nick Cassavetes 
(The Notebook)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? Inspired by real events,
this teen drama focuses on Johnny Truelove
(Hirsch), a drug dealer who kidnaps the
younger brother of the dude who owes him
money. The real Truelove — named Jesse
James Hollywood — is presently awaiting
trial in California for his misdeeds.

CURSE OF THE GOLDEN FLOWER
WHO’S IN IT? Gong Li, Chow Yun-Fat
WHO DIRECTED? Zhang Yimou (Riding 
Alone for Thousands of Miles)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? Renowned director Yimou
takes us back to 10th-century China and,
specifically, inside the Forbidden City where
subterfuge, back-stabbing and clandestine
love affairs tear apart the royal family. 

J A N U A R Y  1 9

THE HITCHER
WHO’S IN IT? Sean Bean, Sophia Bush
WHO DIRECTED? Dave Meyers (Foolish)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? Two college kids (Bush
and Zachary Knighton) pick up a hitchhiker
(Bean) who turns out to be a...mortgage
broker from Topeka! Nah, actually he’s just
your average, everyday serial killer who
makes life hell for the two kids. 
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VENUS
WHO’S IN IT? Peter O’Toole, Jodie Whittaker
WHO DIRECTED? Roger Michell (Enduring Love)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? An aged actor (O’Toole)
takes a precocious young woman (Whittaker)
under his wing and finds himself falling 
in love with her. 
� HITS THEATRES JANUARY 12
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FAST TRACK
WHO’S IN IT? Zack Braff, Amanda Peet
WHO DIRECTED? Jesse Peretz (The Château)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? When his lawyer wife
(Peet) becomes pregnant and decides 
to become a stay-at-home mom,
underachieving Tom (Braff) goes to work
for his father-in-law (Charles Grodin). 

THE AMATEURS
WHO’S IN IT? Jeff Bridges, Ted Danson
WHO DIRECTED? Michael Traeger (debut)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? Andy Sargentee
(Bridges) is a small-town guy in search of a
get-rich-quick scheme. He comes up with
the novel idea of producing the world’s
most innocent porn film and enlists the
help of his pals (Danson, Joe Pantoliano,
Tim Blake Nelson, William Fichtner and
Jeanne Tripplehorn) to make it happen. 

J A N U A R Y  2 6

THE INVISIBLE 
WHO’S IN IT? Justin Chadwick, 
Marcia Gay Harden 
WHO DIRECTED? Dave S. Goyers 
(Blade: Trinity)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? After a teenager
(Chadwick) is attacked and left for dead he

finds himself in limbo, invisible to the
living and racing against time to find his
body before he truly perishes. 

EPIC MOVIE
WHO’S IN IT? Kal Penn, Jayma Mays
WHO DIRECTED? Jason Friedberg 
and Aaron Seltzer 
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? The title of this spoof
comedy alludes to the fact it takes aim at
“epic” pics, but in fact it pokes fun at a
hodgepodge of recent flicks, including
Nacho Libre, The Chronicles of Narnia,
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, Snakes
on a Plane and the X-Men trilogy. 

CATCH AND RELEASE
WHO’S IN IT? Jennifer Garner, Kevin Smith
WHO DIRECTED? Susannah Grant (debut)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? After her fiancé dies, a
woman (Garner) discovers her true love
wasn’t who he seemed, and his best friend
(Timothy Olyphant) knows more than he’s
telling. Grant, the writer of In Her Shoes
and Erin Brockovich, makes her big-screen
directing debut. See Kevin Smith
interview, page 20.

SMOKIN’ ACES
WHO’S IN IT? Ben Affleck, Jeremy Piven
WHO DIRECTED? Joe Carnahan (Narc)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? A sleazy Vegas magician
(Piven) agrees to become an FBI witness
against the mob, which leads the mob to
offer a $1-million prize to the assassin who
can silence him forever. Affleck and Alicia
Keys play killers looking for the big prize.

BLOOD AND CHOCOLATE
WHO’S IN IT? Agnes Bruckner, Hugh Dancy
WHO DIRECTED? Katja von Garnier (Bandits)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? A teenage werewolf
(Bruckner) falls for a human hottie (Dancy)
and must choose between her pack and
the man she loves. 

J A N U A R Y  2 8

WWE-PAY-PER-VIEW
ROYAL RUMBLE
Check www.cineplex.com for a list of
theatres where you can watch it live, 
and to buy tickets. 

� �

BREAKING AND ENTERING
WHO’S IN IT? Jude Law, Juliette Binoche
WHO DIRECTED? Anthony Minghella 
(Cold Mountain)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? Law plays a
successful London architect who gets
involved with a teenage thief and his
mother (Binoche). 
� HITS THEATRES JANUARY 26

CHECK WWW.CINEPLEX.COM FOR SHOWTIMES AND LOCATIONS
Some films play only in major markets. All release dates subject to change.

OPERATIC
PROPORTIONS
Did you know that throughout this 
winter and spring you can enjoy live, 
HD performances by New York’s
Metropolitan Opera on the big screen 
at select Cineplex theatres? Check
www.cineplex.com for a complete list of
shows, participating cinemas and to buy
tickets ($19.95 at the box office,
$17.95 in advance, $14.95 for children
and seniors. Prices do not include tax.) 

JANUARY’S PERFORMANCES:
JANUARY 6 � Bellini’s I Puritani,
featuring soprano Anna Nebtrebko

JANUARY 13 � Tan Dun’s 
The First Emperor, featuring 
tenor Plácido Domingo

Plácido Domingo
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Greetings from Ellis Jacob, 
President and CEO, Cineplex Entertainment

Season’s Greetings and Happy New Year!
Welcome to the January 2007 issue of
Famous magazine. Every new year is

special as it brings a time of celebration with
family, friends and loved ones. I would like
to take this opportunity to wish all of our
guests the best in the coming year. 

It was an eventful year for the Cineplex
Entertainment team in 2006. In November,
we announced a unique partnership with
Scotiabank to build Canada’s first and 
foremost entertainment loyalty rewards 
program. This card-based program will give

members an opportunity to earn points towards free movies and
other entertainment rewards simply by going to the movies 
or by doing their everyday banking. Watch for this exciting 
program to begin in select cities in early 2007, and nationally 
in the spring. Just in time for the holiday season, we also
launched the first-ever Cineplex Entertainment gift card, which
can be used to purchase admission, concessions or merchandise
at any one of our 133 theatres across the country.

While it is tradition during this season to reflect back upon
the past year, during which we opened five new theatres, it is
equally important to look forward and anticipate what lies
ahead. Some changes you can expect to see this year include a
number of new theatres being built and opening across the
country. In Ontario, we have announced plans to open new 
theatres under the Galaxy Cinemas and SilverCity brands in
Collingwood, Burloak, Hamilton and Brantford. In our attempt
to provide our guests with an exceptional entertainment 
experience, we will also be expanding our alternative content
programming. From NHL hockey games to opera performances
broadcast live from the Metropolitan Opera to various concerts
being shown on our big screens, our guests will have a variety of
entertainment options from which to choose.

Looking at the 2007 box office slate, we anticipate a strong year
of films driven by Spider-Man 3, Pirates of the Caribbean: At World’s
End, Shrek the Third and Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix.  

All these great initiatives, coupled with our theatre staff and
management’s commitment to providing the highest level of
customer service to our guests, are a great recipe for continuing
to deliver an exceptional entertainment experience. 

On behalf of Cineplex Entertainment, I extend to you and
your family very best wishes for a happy and healthy new year.
Enjoy the movies!

Ellis Jacob
President and CEO, 
Cineplex Entertainment 10
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Kevin Smith admits he’s never felt comfortable in front of
the camera. “If you looked like me, would you want to see
this face on the big screen,” asks the 36-year-old New Jersey

native who’s best known as the writer, director and producer 
of such films as Clerks, Chasing Amy, Mallrats, Dogma and 
Jay and Silent Bob Strike Back. 

But after appearing in many of his own films — particularly
as the mostly mute Silent Bob — it’s a little hard to believe
Smith finds appearing on camera so unpleasant. 

“Acting is not one of my favourite things,” he insists. “In the
beginning, I appeared in my movies more out of necessity than
anything else. I didn’t have to pay anyone if I did the role. Plus,
I never felt like I was that good of an actor, so I was always
anxious to get back behind the camera and direct.”

When writer/director Susannah Grant (director of TV’s 
Party of Five, writer of Erin Brockovich) began to cast the supporting
roles for Catch and Release, a romantic drama about a woman
(Jennifer Garner) coming to terms with the her financé’s 
death who discovers he was keeping a big secret from her, 
Kevin Smith was on her short list. Having just rented An Evening
With Kevin Smith, a documentary which follows one of Smith’s
college Q&A tours, Grant was intrigued by his natural presence
and thought he’d be great as Garner’s funny and supportive
friend Sam. “I was flattered when I heard somebody wanted to
cast me, but I was like, ‘Thanks, but no thanks,’” Smith recalls. 

But Grant had the upper hand — Garner is married to 
Ben Affleck, a member of Smith’s regular acting ensemble, 
and his best friend. 

A slimmer, trimmer Smith, decked out in a basketball jersey,
jeans, tennis shoes and a baseball cap (worn in reverse, of course)
admits, “Once Jennifer asked if I would be in the movie with her
there was no way I could say no. Not doing the role would have
been like refusing a kidney to a member of the family. So I did
it. And it wasn’t as painful as I thought it was going to be,” he
says with laugh. “I would have still rather given a kidney.” 

What was it like acting for another director? “It wasn’t all that 
difficult because Susannah knew her stuff. She knew what she
was doing. It might have been a different story if she was 
walking around in a constant stupor, but she was a real pro the
whole time. Jennifer said she would be great, and I trust Jen —
except for her taste in men [laughs]. I was simply an actor and
I didn’t feel an overwhelming need to tell her how to do her job.
But, to he honest, I really like working behind the scenes.”

Do you think you did a good job? “I must have, because no one 
ever talked about firing me. I think I did good. I mean, I’m not
exactly a novice. I’ve done several of my own movies, so I know
how the process works. Now that I think about it, it was kind of
relaxing to do my lines and then let someone else deal with the
nightmares of making a movie.”

Are you naturally shy? “Painfully so. I don’t even go out and party
much. You should talk to my wife about my shyness. My wife is
in hell because I’m not a ‘go-out’ type of person. She lives in a
gilded cage. She’s got the diamonds, but she doesn’t get to go
to parties and stuff. She used to write for USA Today, so she used
to go out and cover parties in the city left and right, and then
we hooked up…. She was suddenly trapped in a relationship
with a guy who does not ever go out…. I mean, I can speak to
4,000 people at a college Q&A, I can sit and do press all day, but
the moment I’m out there by myself I tend to clam up. When
I’m around her good friends, they don’t think I speak at all.” 

Speaking of good friends, Affleck is currently directing his first movie,
Gone, Baby, Gone. Did you visit the set to check up on him? “A while
back I was in Boston doing press and, of course, I was interested
in going to see him on the set. Then I was like, ‘You know what?
It sucks when you’re visiting a movie set and you’re not a part 
of the movie.’ When you’ve got no job on a movie set you 
shouldn’t be there, because you’re just always in the way.”

interview | KEVIN SMITH

famous  20 | j anuary  2007

ACT
It’s not unusual for actors to try their hands at directing, but there aren’t

many directors who have the guts to go the other way. Kevin Smith goes
against the grain for Catch and Release I BY EARL DITTMAN
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Getting in on the 
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T
A recently slimmed 
down Kevin Smith
Inset: Smith as Sam 
in Catch and Release
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interview | KEVIN SMITH

So he didn’t give you a cameo? “No cameo for me. But I
made the mistake in Boston of joking about that. I think that I
was talking to The Boston Herald — which one is the more
tabloid, The Herald? Well, the chick from The Herald was like,
‘Are you going to see Ben?’ I said, ‘You know what, I’ve got no
business being there. I’ve nothing to do with the movie.’ She’s
like, ‘You’re not in the movie?’ I said, ‘No! Can you believe that
I cast that bum in six movies, and he didn’t have the courtesy to
give me a cameo in his?’ I said it totally tongue-in-cheek. Like,
what do I give a hoot about acting? I’m not an actor. But the
next day in The Boston Herald was the headline ‘Smith Angry
with Affleck.’ Then that piece got picked up and tons of online
pieces ran about this fake feud. You know that it’s reached
ridiculous proportions when on IMDB — in that morning news
thing, where you read those stories and go, ‘I know these people,
none of this is true’ — that story made it and it was like,

‘Smith Slams Affleck.’ I was like, ‘Doesn’t
anyone understand a joke?’”

Of all the movies you’ve made, Chasing Amy
is often considered the best. Will you ever
make a sequel? “No, I don’t think that we
should. Affleck is always bugging me to
make another Chasing Amy, but not as a
direct sequel, right, but that’s how I got
him into Jay and Silent Bob. I called him up
and I said, ‘You get to play Holden McNeil
again,’ and he said, ‘Oh, God, I love it.’ I
said, ‘The bad news is you’ve got to play
yourself, too,’ and he said, ‘Crap! There’s
always a price with you, dude.’”

There’s now a street named after you in 
New Jersey. How does that feel? “It’s kind of
weird. I mean, it’s definitely an honour.
I’m glad that it’s in New Jersey, but at the
same time they’re real careful not to give
me a street where anyone actually lived.”

What’s on your street? “It’s an access road
to a high school, which is appropriate,
but no one lives on Kevin Smith Way. So
I’ve often thought about buying a little
property and building a house there so
that someone can have that address.”

You don’t live in New Jersey anymore,do you?
“I live in Los Angeles now, in the Hollywood
Hills, but I did live in Beverly Hills for
about eight months while my house was
undergoing reconstruction because they
had a flood in it. Long story, but I did get
to live in Beverly Hills. It ain’t all that.”

Why did you hate it? “It’s not that I hated it,
but I just thought, ‘How can they charge
this much for a house based on a Zip code?’
because the house that we live in was far
nicer than the house that the insurance
company put us up in. I was like, ‘What’s
the list price on this house?’ and someone

told me and I’m like, ‘This is a hole. Are you insane, why?’
They’re like, ‘90210.’”

So Jersey will always be home? “What do I say about Jersey? It 
always was, and always will be home. I went out of my way to
make sure that my daughter was born in Jersey. When my wife
was pregnant, real pregnant, she couldn’t get on a plane because
they don’t let really pregnant women get on commercial 
airliners, because they won’t just land the jet if your wife goes 
into labour. So, we were out in Los Angeles at the time promoting
Dogma, and we called Harvey Weinstein and said, ‘Dude, I’ve got
to get my wife back to Jersey so that she can have the kid in a 
Jersey hospital.’ I wanted her to have the kid in the same hospital
that I was born in and so we did. And we took a jet.” 

Earl Dittman is an entertainment writer based in Houston, Texas.

Above: Smith (left) and 
Sam Jaeger practice their fishing

moves in Catch and Release 
This picture: Jaeger, Smith and

Jennifer Garner
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interview |CLINT EASTWOOD

hey (left)
We Are

Marshall

SAME STORY: 
NEW LENS

Despite the look of Letters from Iwo Jima, director Clint Eastwood sees the story as anything but
black and white. Where his Flags of Our Fathers saw the pivotal World War Two battle from the

Allies’ perspective, Letters takes the Japanese point of view I BY TERRY LAWSON

famous  24 | j anuary  2007

This picfure, from left: 
Interpreter Yuki Ishimaru,
director Clint Eastwood and
actor Ken Watanabe on the set
of Letters from Iwo Jima
Inset: Watanabe (far right) as
Japanese Lt. General
Kuribayashi
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Clint Eastwood had what he calls an
unfamiliar feeling.          

Despite being tired from directing
the back-to-back Oscar-nominated films
Mystic River and Million Dollar Baby, and
spending a year prepping his most 
logistically challenging film, the Battle of
Iwo Jima drama Flags of Our Fathers, he 
felt his work on Flags was strangely incom-
plete. Or, as he puts it, “I started feeling
like I was only telling half the story.”

“In Flags, the Japanese soldiers on 
Iwo Jima are just the enemy,” says Eastwood
over the phone from his home in
Carmel, California. “That’s the nature of
the story, it’s about the young boys who
fought that battle for America. But I
started thinking, you know, that’s the way
we were conditioned to think about them
during the war. If they’re faceless and one-
dimensional it makes them easier to kill.
It’s all part of the propaganda machine.
In my neighbourhood, in Los Angeles,
they were just the dirty Japs, the cowards
that bombed Pearl Harbor.

“But you know, I read a lot about the
war, and I know better now. And while I
was researching Flags I was well aware that
the Japanese soldiers who were sent to
die on that island, they had mothers and
fathers and wives and girlfriends and
brothers and sisters, just like the boys I
was making my movie about. And I started
thinking that would be a good movie,
too, and a story that had never been told.
Hell, you couldn’t have made it 40 years
ago, maybe even 20 years ago. At least an
American couldn’t. But I could now.”

So the 76-year-old Eastwood soldiered

up to make Letters from Iwo Jima, a com-
panion piece to Flags of Our Fathers, both
of which tell the story of the bloody battle
that proved key in the Allies’ defeat of
Japan. The Japanese sent 22,000 soldiers
to defend the island and its airfields; 
only 1,083 Japanese were alive when the
bullets and bombs stopped flying and the
U.S. declared it secure on March 26,
1945. The battle had raged for 35 days.

Letters has already been named 2006’s
Best Film by the National Board of Review
and the L.A. Film Critics.

“I became especially interested in
Kuribayashi,” says Eastwood of Japanese
Lt. General Tadamichi Kuribayashi, who
was ordered by Prime Minister General
Hideki Tojo to defend Iwo Jima “to the
last.” He would spend almost a year forti-
fying Iwo Jima into a fortress that could
withstand an attack by the Americans.

“Kuribayashi had written a book about
the campaign [Picture Letters from Iwo Jima],
but it wasn’t available in the United States
so I had to have it translated myself. After
reading that, I came up with what I
thought could be an interesting structure,
so I went to Paul [Haggis, the writer of 
Million Dollar Baby and Flags] and said,
‘I’ve got this idea for another movie.’ But
after Million Dollar Baby, he had gotten a
lot of work. He was directing his own
movies. So I asked him if he knew of any
young, hungry writer he might be able to
work with on this thing, sort of guide them
along. Turns out Paul had asked this 
Japanese-American writer he knew to help
him with research when he was working on
Flags. He said she was a good writer, 
smart, but she hadn’t sold anything yet,” 
Eastwood recalls. “I thought that could be
an interesting choice if she could write and
was interested. So I said bring her around.”

Her name was Iris Yamashita, and
though her published work had been
limited to short stories, she had won a
screenwriting competition with a script
called Traveler in Tokyo.

“I met her. I liked her, and read her
screenplay. Paul was right, she was good,
and she obviously had a passion for the
thing. She also had a head start, since she
got into doing some of the research with
Paul on Flags. So I told her my idea, and
she went to work, and she came up with
what I thought was a nice story.”

“I was busy editing Flags,” says Joel Cox,
Eastwood’s long-time editor and an Oscar
winner for Eastwood’s western Unforgiven.
“And it was a job, because we cut a lot 
between the battle sequences, which
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were complicated, a lot of fast edits,
and the story of the boys who raised the flag
on Iwo Jima after they went back home.
Clint comes up during this and said, ‘I hope
you haven’t made any vacation plans, be-
cause we’re doing another one.’ I said,
‘Hey, you’re the boss. Where you go, I go.’”

That was to the desert of Barstow, 
California, which would stand in for 
Iwo Jima. (The Japanese scenes in the far
more expensive Flags were filmed in 
Iceland, where the beaches are covered
in a black sand similar to that found on 
Iwo Jima; some pick-up shots for Letters
were filmed later in Japan.) 

As the title implies, Letters’ narrative
would be based on letters sent back to
Japan from the soldiers, primarily the
ones from Kuribayashi that are in the
book. Eastwood came to see Kuribayashi
as a “courageous man, devoted to his
country and his family. 

“He was from a samurai clan. But he
knew Iwo Jima and the war was a lost cause
for the Japanese,” Eastwood continues.
“He was hopelessly out manned, about
five to one. And he respected the enemy.

In one of the letters, he says, ‘America is
the last country we should be fighting.’”

Eastwood cast Ken Watanabe, familiar
to American audiences for performances
in The Last Samurai, Memoirs of a Geisha
and Batman Begins to play Kuribayashi,
whose story is supplemented by those of
young, fictional Japanese soldiers. Two 
of those soldiers, Saigo and Nozaki, are
played respectively by Kazunari Ninomiya
and Yuki Matsuzaki. Ninomiya is a 
popular Japanese TV actor as well as
member of the Japanese boy band
Arashi, while Matsuzaki is Hollywood-
based, with credits that include a small
role on the first episode of TV’s Heroes. 

As is his custom, Eastwood did not
meet with them, preferring to cast most
roles in his films by video auditions. He
says he hated being rejected and told he
wasn’t right for parts when he was a
young actor, and now avoids having to 
deliver bad news himself. “One of the
perks of being a veteran,” Eastwood jokes.

Eastwood planned to open the film in
Japan, where, to his knowledge, it will be
the first movie made by an American to

tell the Japanese perspective on the 
war. But Flags’ disappointment at the
North American box office, something
many blame on war fatigue, called for the
implementation of a new battle plan. The
film was scheduled to open in three cities
in late December so that it would be 
eligible for the Academy Awards, and
then expands into other North American
cities throughout this month.

But Eastwood says he is still most eager
to see how the film plays in Japan.

“This is a country that doesn’t deal with
defeat the way we do. They don’t read
about Iwo Jima in their textbooks the 
way we do about Vietnam. The young
Japanese guys who worked on this film
didn’t know anything about the war.
They would come up to me and say, ‘How
come I never knew about this?’ So this
could be something interesting to see, this
reaction. All I know is I treat them with
dignity and respect, the way real soldiers
ought to be treated.” 

Terry Lawson is an entertainment writer 
for the Detroit Free Press.

Left to right: Lt. General Kuribayashi
(Ken Watanabe) surveys Iwo Jima;
Kazunari Ninomiya as Saigo 
in Letters from Iwo Jima; 
Ryan Phillippe plays American 
Jon Bradley in last year’s 
Flags of Our Fathers
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MAY 31, 1930
Clinton Eastwood Jr. is born in
San Francisco, California, the son
of a steel worker. After a stint in
the army he attends Los Angeles
College for business, but drops
out before earning his degree. 

MAY 11, 1955
Appears in his first movie,
Revenge of the Creature, a sequel
to The Creature from the Black
Lagoon. He plays a lab technician
in an uncredited role.

JANUARY 9, 1959
Makes his television debut as
cattle man Rowdy Yates on the
popular western Rawhide. He’ll
go on to appear in 35 more
episodes before the show goes off
the air in 1965.

AUGUST 27, 1964
A Fistful of Dollars, his first
spaghetti western with Italian
director Sergio Leone is released
in Florence, Italy. They make two
more movies together, 1965’s 
For a Few Dollars More and 1966’s
The Good, the Bad and the Ugly.

NOVEMBER 3, 1971
Play Misty For Me, his directing
debut, is released. Eastwood also
stars as a disc jockey who has a
fling with an obsessive fan who
becomes violent. The film takes
place in Carmel, California, where
Eastwood will one day be mayor.

DECEMBER 22, 1971
Dirty Harry hits theatres. Eastwood
plays short-fused Police Inspector
Harry Callahan who’s in pursuit of

an urban sniper. He’ll play 
Dirty Harry five more times,
including 1983’s Sudden Impact
(in which he utters, “Go ahead,
make my day”) and the upcoming
Dirty Harry videogame, expected
out this year.

DECEMBER 20, 1978
A generation comes to know
Eastwood as that guy in the
monkey movie as Any Which Way
But Loose is released. He plays a
truck driver who wins an orangutan
in a bet and then travels the 
San Fernando Valley with his hairy
pal. The pair reunites for the 1980
sequel Any Which Way You Can.

APRIL 8, 1986
Eastwood is elected mayor of tiny
Carmel-by-the-Sea, California

(pop. 4,000), and serves until
1988. Although a registered
Republican for much of his life,
Eastwood has said he considers
himself more of a libertarian.

MARCH 29, 1993
Eastwood wins his first Oscar for
directing the gruelling western
Unforgiven, and earns a 
Best Actor nomination for his
portrayal of reformed hired gun
William Munny, who agrees to 
kill one more man.

FEBRUARY 27, 2005
At 74, Eastwood becomes the
oldest man to win a Best Director
Oscar when he does so for 
Million Dollar Baby, a two-pronged
drama that ties together women’s
boxing and assisted suicide. 

CLINT EASTWOOD: AN ABBREVIATED TIMELINE
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It must be the worst. Just imagine,
you’re trying to be a serious actor 
and then some men’s magazine (in

this case, Esquire) names you its Sexiest
Woman Alive. 

But Jessica Biel knew exactly what to do.
She got herself cast in Home of the Brave

as an Iraq war veteran who returns 
Stateside after losing a hand in battle.

“A lot of people seem surprised by the
performance, but also because it’s not so
glamorous,” says the athletic, poised, 
24-year-old. Wearing a Stella McCartney
skirt and lacey vintage top, she watches
her dog chase a visiting dog around a
suite at L.A.’s Four Seasons Hotel. 

“I want my work to be based on my 
performance, not how I look. I guess I
can understand how people would have
mistaken that, because in the past I’ve
done much different things, much more
glamorous things. Y’know, you do what
you’ve gotta do. You know that saying:
One for them, one for you? That’s sorta
true, I think. So, this one’s for me. If people
are surprised, I take that as a compliment.
I hope to keep surprising people.”

Home of the Brave was directed and 
co-written by Irwin Winkler (De-Lovely,
Life as a House) as an attempt to illustrate
that, as horrific as combat is, it can be 
almost as difficult for soldiers to readjust
to life back home once their tour is over.
It’s not a new concept — several films, 

including Coming Home, The Deer Hunter
and Born of the Fourth of July, told similar
stories about Vietnam vets. But Home of
the Brave brings the issue up-to-date as the
setting is explicitly Iraq. Of course, filming
in Iraq was out of the question, so the
movie was shot in Morocco, where the
heat, sand and dust provided a good 
approximation of Iraq’s often inhos-
pitable terrain.

The drama stars Samuel L. Jackson as a
military surgeon who is haunted by the
lives he couldn’t save, rapper 50 Cent
(a.k.a Curtis Jackson) as a soldier trying
to forget the brutal death of an Iraqi
woman, and Biel as Vanessa Price, a 
cargo specialist who, quite literally, leaves
a part of herself behind in Iraq before 
returning home to her young son.

It’s definitely a grittier role than most
for Biel, who came of age on the whole-
some TV drama Seventh Heaven. She then
changed direction with a couple of 
successful horror flicks — Blade: Trinity,
The Texas Chainsaw Massacre remake —
and earned some prestige playing the 
object of Edward Norton’s affections in
last summer’s magic mystery The Illusionist.
But there have also been high-profile 
disappointments, such as Stealth and 
Elizabethtown, and some edgy indies —
London, The Rules of Attraction — that 
attracted little interest despite their
provocative themes.

In an attempt to make Home of the Brave
one of the better entries on that filmogra-
phy, Biel did a lot of research, including a
two-hour phone conversation with a female
soldier who lost part of her arm in Iraq.

“I had many questions, though it was
hard for me to ask some of the questions
I wanted to,” says Biel. “I even didn’t ask
some of them because I felt like I was 
intruding in her life.

“But she was so open, and she told me
how she felt about change and how 

interview | JESSICA BIEL
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In Home of the Brave, Jessica Biel plays a cargo specialist
who makes the perilous journey home after fighting in
the Iraq war I BY BOB STRAUSS

SOLDIERS ON
Biel
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children responded to her,” continues
Biel, “and how she would go back, and
she is going to go back. It’s an amazing
mindset that people in the military have
that I just don’t have. They want to be
there for their fellow soldiers and they
want to be there for their country and
that’s what they do. It’s above their 
family and it’s above everything else.”

Since the film is one of the first 
Hollywood features to address the Iraq
war, Biel thinks it’s important to point 

out that it takes no political position, 
but rather focuses on the struggles of 
returning service people.

And the movie is not without some 
levity. There’s one particular sex scene
that, Biel says, manages to bring a little
humour to the emotionally wrought 
project. “I mean, the first sexual, intimate
experience you have with somebody is
never perfect, it’s always weird, right,”
says Biel, assuming everyone would 
agree then quickly realizing, maybe not.

“Right? Okay. So that was something we
were trying to get to. Something awkward,
something funny, she’s never done this
like this before.

“My character has sustained a serious
injury, so she comes home physically 
different,” she continues. “It’s how I deal
with that, how I deal with my family and
my work, and how I deal with myself as a
woman and my confidence.” 

Biel’s own confidence has certainly
been getting some boosts of late. � �
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There was that time she auctioned
off a lunch date with herself to help a
young woman from her hometown of
Boulder, Colorado, who’d lost a leg in a
freak limo accident. The winning bid was
$30,000 (U.S.), which shocked even Biel,
who thought two hours of small talk
might be worth $500, tops.

And, of course, there’s the Esquire
honour. Getting some entity somewhere
to name you the hottest/sexiest/most
objectifiable anything has got to help. Or
does it? One has to keep one’s self-image
and ultimate goals in perspective.

“At first, when the story broke and the
magazine came out and everything, I
thought, ‘Oh God, I’m going to have to
look good all the time. How do I go out
jogging and look good?’” Biel asks with 
a laugh. 

“I had a bit of a conversation with 
myself, and then I thought, ‘Am I crazy?
Who cares?’ And it never really occurred
to me again. I was happy to be called that,
but I didn’t really change my life in any
way, I didn’t change the way I felt about
myself. I guess I felt kind of confident,
like, ‘cool, great.’ But that’s it.”

Overall, Biel doesn’t quite fit the image
of today’s young celebrity as a spotlight-
seeking, party-crazed moron. She’d rather
have fun with longtime friends or at a
neighbourhood bar than in Hollywood’s
paparazzi-stalked hotspots.

She says it’s those real-life experiences
that help her prepare for future roles. 

“The experiences you have when
you’re going to school or you’re travelling
or you’re fighting with your brother and 
sister, you’re falling in love, you’re getting
heartbroken — all of these things that 
happen to you through life is how I 
emotionally deal with my characters,” she
says. “I bring my experiences from my life
into my films.”

Of course, researching roles is not the
only reason to lead a normal existence.

“Because of the crazy Hollywood life
that you can get wrapped up in, it’s so 
important to have other hobbies, to go
home and get away, go out with your girl-
friends and know people that don’t work
in Hollywood. It’s a sanity thing. Playing
soccer on my club team or joining a 
kickball team is way more interesting to
me than going to some party.”

Next up for Biel is, um, Next, a sci-fi
thriller that co-stars Nicolas Cage and 
Julianne Moore and should be out in
September. And she’s currently filming
Adam Sandler’s latest comedy, I Now 
Pronounce You Chuck and Larry.

“Part of me is a little bit surprised by
how awesome it’s been going,” Biel 
admits, “but I’ve also been working really,
really hard for 10 years now, trying to do
the best work that I can do and trying to
make interesting choices. I know merit
has some part in getting to where I am at
this point. But the competition is just 
unbelievable. I mean, there are so many
talented women.”

You have to wonder how a young actor
keeps her head screwed on so straight
these days.

“My parents would really kick my ass if
they heard that I was treating people any
differently and taking advantage of the
success and the luck that I have had,” Biel
says, laughing, but sounding like she 
believes it all the same.

Bob Strauss is an L.A.-based 
entertainment writer.

“My character has sustained a serious injury,” says Biel, “so
she comes home physically different”

From left: Jeff Nordling, Jessica Biel and
Jordan Santiago in Home of the Brave
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T he fantasy is that after warm introductions and a witty 
word or two, Renée Zellweger will pucker her plump 
lips and utter the same phrase she gave Tom Cruise in 

Jerry Maguire 10 years ago: “You had me at hello.” 
The crashing reality is closer to a verbal shove. 
“Have me met before,” Zellweger asks during our New York 

interview, speaking in a noticeably agitated tone. Her piercing
gaze tells me she hopes we haven’t.

Until this moment, an unseasonably warm December 
afternoon for the Big Apple, Zellweger — a native of small-town
Katy, Texas — has been true to her perky, somewhat shy, 
reputation. She’s joked about her casual wardrobe, a lacy white
blouse and faded jeans. “It looks better with a jacket, but I ran
out of jackets,” she says, wiggling the blouse’s puffy sleeves. 

But the question that lights the 37-year-old actor’s fire has
everything to do with Miss Potter, her latest film, and one for
which she has already received a Golden Globe nomination. 

A gentle period drama about the start of British children’s
author Beatrix Potter’s career as a published writer (and 
illustrator), Miss Potter is all about Zellweger. Her face alone
adorns the movie poster with dazzling blue eyes complementing
a turn-of-the-century wardrobe. She is in every key scene — 
indeed, she is expected to carry Miss Potter on her shoulders,
both dramatically and commercially. As popular as he is, 
Ewan McGregor, who plays Norman Warne, Potter’s publisher

The

Potter
Make way Harry, another enchanting 
Potter lands in theatres this month as 
Renée Zellweger plays Beatrix, the famed
children’s author, in Miss Potter I BY STEVE RAMOS

other
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and fiancé, is clearly Zellweger’s sup-
porting co-star in this Victorian bio-pic. 

But told that Miss Potter is what fans 
have come to expect from her — a
woman-oriented melodrama, a sensitive
tale with a strong female character —
Zellweger bristles. Asked if her commit-
ment to women’s movies is conscious,
since she shies away from action flicks
and hasn’t made a horror since 1994’s
The Return of the Texas Chainsaw Massacre,
Zellweger’s cheeks turn redder. 

The exact part of the question that 
elicits an outburst from the normally
soft-spoken Zellweger is: “Is this your
mantra, chick flicks forever?” 

“I don’t think it is a chick flick at all,”
Zellweger says with force. “This is a lot
more sophisticated. It’s a lot more human,
so much more. I know a lot of men who
have been moved to tears and have gotten
a lot out of it. 

“I also don’t think audiences expect
anything from me,” she continues. “I think
it is a sensitive love story. There is so
much meaning compacted into the 
tiniest gesture. I think if things are honest

they are relatable, and this film is honest.”
British actor Emily Watson, who plays

Warne’s sister, comes to Zellweger’s 
defense, saying an actor can’t explain why
they choose the roles they do.

“It is difficult to ask artists to define
themselves in the marketplace,” says 
Watson, also in New York. “It doesn’t
make any sense. You do things that you
love because you have to do it.”

But chick flicks, or kitchen-sink dramas,
or movies with strong female characters —
like One True Thing, Chicago and the two
Bridget Jones movies — have given 
Zellweger an amazing career. Men want to
date her, or at least someone who resem-
bles her. Women imagine her to be their
best friend, just like ol’ Bridget. It’s a 
coveted place for an actor to be.

Perhaps people connect with her 
because, although Zellweger has been
described as a chameleon for her ability
to play women from different time 
periods and locales, the one constant is
the small-town girl beneath the surface of
her performances. It’s this unassuming
persona that grounds the period costumes,

proper British accent, Jazz Age dancing,
or whatever she’s doing on screen. 

Miss Potter marks the second time 
Zellweger and McGregor have played
opposite each other in a period piece.
Their first film together was another,
dare I say, chick flick, Down With Love. The
1960s-set comedy had Zellweger as a bud-
ding feminist author who chased, and was
chased by, McGregor’s playboy journalist. 

But that wasn’t the first time the pair
had encountered each other.

“I remember when we met for the first
time backstage at the MTV Awards, 
probably around the time of Jerry Maguire
and Trainspotting,” recalls McGregor, also
in New York. “We were both very much
starting out and I met this tiny, shy little
creature backstage who wanted to meet
me and could barely speak she was so shy.
I remember clearly meeting her, and I
was very taken with her. Years later we
would meet with films we were up for,
and I didn’t get, or she didn’t get. 

“But I love the idea of partnerships with
movies,” McGregor continues. “We click
as people and we click on screen and we

cover |story |RENÉE ZELLWEGER

“Creative people need their medium,” Zellweger    sa

Renée Zellweger as 
Beatrix Potter
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work very well together. I hope this is
number two in a long line of films we 
do together.”

While Jerry Maguire made Zellweger a
recognizable entity in Hollywood, it 
wasn’t until 2001’s Bridget Jones’s Diary
that she proved her range. Cast as the very
average, British heroine of the rom-com
based on Helen Fielding’s popular novel,
Zellweger gained 20 pounds and devel-
oped a pitch-perfect English accent that
shocked the many naysayers who felt the
role should have gone to a British actor.

She earned an Oscar nomination for
that performance, the first of three in a
row. The next year she was nominated for
playing murderous wannabe showgirl
Roxie Hart in the big-screen version of the
Broadway musical Chicago, and in 2005 she
finally won a statuette for her perform-
ance as the strong — in mind and body —
Ruby Thewes in Anthony Minghella’s 
Civil War drama Cold Mountain.

And, of course, we probably don’t need
to remind you that the Academy loves to
see British authors up on screen. Johnny
Depp was nominated for his rendition of

J.M. Barrie in the 2004 period drama 
Finding Neverland, and Nicole Kidman —
false nose and all — won for transforming
into Virginia Woolf for 2002’s The Hours.
It seems there is something illustrious
about portraying a dead, British writer. 

As for her dead, British writer, Zellweger
describes Potter as something of a feminist
who fought against Edwardian male
chauvinism in order for her talents to be
seen. Her first book, The Tale of Peter Rabbit,
was a phenomenon, the first of several
Potter tales to delight generations of
children around the world. But it was a
struggle to get it into print, since women
of the day were generally not considered
capable of writing successful books. 

Yet Potter persevered.
“Creative people need their medium,”

Zellweger says of her character. “It’s what
helps them cope. It’s how they channel
their emotions and how they communi-
cate. It gives them purpose and Beatrix
needed her characters as a creative outlet.”

That first book also brought Potter and
Warne together, and the romance that
developed between them is the focus of

much of the film. It was a difficult rela-
tionship, due to the difference in their
classes. Potter came from an aristocratic
family and Warne was considered working
class and beneath her by her parents, so
the lovebirds were forced to be extremely
secretive about their relationship.

Like Potter, Zellweger has tried her best
to keep her own private affairs private. 

She made headlines in May 2005 when
she married country star Kenny Chesney
in a surprise ceremony after meeting him
at a tsunami benefit just four months 
before. Although she has had her 
share of famous boyfriends, including
Jim Carrey and White Stripes singer Jack
White, the whirlwind marriage captured
everyone’s attention. But, like Potter’s,
Zellweger’s relationship was troubled and
the marriage lasted only four months.

Zellweger does say she feels a strong 
kinship with Potter, but whether it’s 
because of the famous author’s private
life, or her professional success, she will
not say.

Steve Ramos is a Cincinnati-based film writer.

ger    says of Beatrix Potter. “It’s what helps them cope”

sh

Emily Watson (left) with 
Renée Zellweger 

in Miss Potter

Ewan McGregor as 
publisher Norman Warne 

with Zellweger
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ROTTEN TOMATOES 
rottentomatoes.com

HOW IT WORKS: This site compiles
reviews from a large number of dailies,
weeklies and websites ranging from the
very reputable New York Times to the
fringes of Filmjerk.com. A movie can have
as few as 20 reviews counted, or as many
as 200. Based on a subjective reading of
a review, Rotten Tomatoes decides
whether it is a positive review (a fresh
tomato) or a negative review (a rotten
tomato), then a rating out of 100 is
created to represent the percentage of
positive reviews. 

1. Deliver Us From Evil (100%, 58 reviews)
Documentary about Father Oliver O’Grady
(who participates in the film), a pedophile
who abused children in the 1970s.

2. Pan’s Labyrinth (100%, 27 reviews)
Spanish director Guillermo del Toro’s drama
about a girl living in fascist, post-WWII
Spain who makes up an imaginary world.

3. The Queen (98%, 139 reviews)
Helen Mirren stars as Queen Elizabeth II,
who loses touch with her public while
dealing with the death of Princess Di.

4. The War Tapes (98%, 139 reviews)
A documentary that edits together footage
taken by National Guard members who
were given digital video cameras before
leaving for Iraq.

5. Kekexeli: Mountain Patrol 
(98%, 48 reviews)
Chinese director Chuan Lu’s reality-based
drama about volunteers protecting an
antelope from poachers in Tibet.

6. Iron Island (96%, 28 reviews)
An allegorical Iranian drama that imagines
a community of squatters living on an out-of-
commission oil tanker in the Persian Gulf.

7. 51 Birch Street (96%, 23 reviews)
After his mother’s death, documentarian
Doug Block finds out more than he’d like to
know about his parents’ marriage. 

8. Casino Royale (95%, 182 reviews)
The early days of Agent 007 (Daniel Craig)
are depicted in this 21st Bond film.

9. Wordplay (95%, 113 reviews)
Documentary about New York Times
crossword puzzle editor Will Shortz.

10. The Aura (95%, 20 reviews)
Spanish thriller about a taxidermist who
longs to commit the perfect crime.

special | feature|
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Half Nelson

THEYEAR IN

Do you feel you saw the best movies of 2006?
In an effort to help you find those inspired films that may 
have slipped through the cracks, we offer you three lists
showing what a wide range of professional and amateur 
critics, represented on three different websites, felt were 
the Top Ten movies of the year. 

REVIEWS
DISCLAIMER #1: Press times being what they are, these numbers are a snapshot taken two weeks
before the end of the year. So our apologies to movies like The Good German, Dreamgirls and
Letters from Iwo Jima, all scheduled to come out after this issue had gone to bed.

United 93
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METACRITIC 
metacritic.com

HOW IT WORKS: Considerably more
exclusive than Rotten Tomatoes, the folks
at Metacritic have chosen only 41
publications that they deem worthy of
including in their calculations (from the
Austin Chronicle to the Washington Post —
the only Canadian publication used is
The Globe and Mail), and only 30 are used
for any one film. Based on Metacritic’s
readings, each review is converted to a
4-star scale. These numbers are then
placed on a curve and a final grade out
of 100 is created for each film.

1. The Queen (91)
Helen Mirren stars as Queen Elizabeth II,
who loses touch with her public while
dealing with the death of Princess Di.

2. United 93 (90)
British director Paul Greengrass’s recreation
of the flight that went down in Pennsylvania
on September 11, 2001.

3. Borat: Cultural Learnings of America 
for Make Benefit Glorious Nation of
Kazakhstan (89)
British comedian Sacha Baron Cohen’s
controversial comedy about a crude Kazakh
reporter making his way across the U.S.

4. L’Enfant (The Child) (87)
French drama about a young, down-and-out
couple whose lives get even worse when he
sells their infant son.

5. Fateless (87)
German/Hungarian co-production about a
14-year-old boy who is sent to a
concentration camp during WWII.

6. Deliver Us From Evil (86)
Documentary about Father Oliver O’Grady
(who participates in the film), a pedophile
who abused children in the 1970s.

7. Andy Warhol: A Documentary Film (86)
Ric Burns, brother of Ken Burns, collects
rare footage pertaining to the life and art of
Andy Warhol in this documentary.

8. The Departed (85)
Martin Scorsese’s remake of a Hong Kong
film stars Matt Damon and Leonardo
DiCaprio as a hood and cop, respectively,
who both go undercover.

9. Half Nelson (85)
Ontario’s own Ryan Gosling stars as an inner-
city junior high school teacher with a drug
problem who bonds with one of his students.

10. Street Fight (85)
Documentary follows 32-year-old Rhodes
Scholar Cory Booker as he tries to knock off
four-term incumbent Sharpe James to
become mayor of Newark, NJ.

THE INTERNET MOVIE DATABASE
USER RATINGS imdb.com

HOW IT WORKS: The most inclusive 
of the trio, anyone and everyone can
vote on IMDB’s User Ratings. All you
have to do is go to a movie’s homepage
and click on the button that says 
“Vote Here.” Ratings are given on a 
scale of one to 10. Why so many votes
for overseas movies? Despite its very
accurate claim of being “Earth’s Biggest
Movie Database,” IMDB is not based 
out of Hollywood or New York, 
but began in the U.K. and is still
legitimately international.

1. Lage Raho Munnabhai (8.8, 1,218 votes)
An Indian romantic dramedy about
lovebirds Munna and Jhanvi. Only problem
is, she thinks he is a history professor,
when he is not. 

2. Das Leben der Anderen (8.6, 1,370 votes)
German drama set in the early 1980s as
East Germany’s intrusive observation
tactics are turned on an actor and her
dramatist boyfriend.

3. Inland Empire (8.6, 518 votes)
Director David Lynch’s first feature in four
years stars Laura Dern and Justin Theroux
as actors in a movie who have an affair and
call each other by their characters’ names.

4. Rang De Basanti (8.5, 3,734 votes)
An Indian dramedy in which an English
woman travels to India and recruits a
handful of students to act in a docudrama
based on her father’s diary.

5. The Departed (8.4, 41,804 votes)
Martin Scorsese’s remake of a Hong Kong
film stars Matt Damon and Leonardo
DiCaprio as a hood and cop, respectively,
who both go undercover.

6. An Inconvenient Truth (8.3, 7,561 votes)
Al Gore commits his popular PowerPoint
presentation about the perils of global
warming to film.

7. Pan’s Labyrinth (8.3, 3,206 votes)
Spanish director Guillermo del Toro’s drama
about a girl living in fascist, post-WWII
Spain who makes up an imaginary world.

8. Little Miss Sunshine (8.1, 17,511 votes)
Steve Carell, Greg Kinnear and 
Toni Collette star in this comedy about 
a dysfunctional family travelling across 
the U.S. to get their daughter to a 
beauty pageant.

8. The Prestige (8.1, 17,369 votes)
Period piece about a magician (Hugh
Jackman) who desperately wants to know how
his rival (Christian Bale) pulled off a trick.

10. Omkara (8.1, 686 votes)
Indian version of Shakespeare’s Othello.

Can-Con
So which Canadian movie achieved 
the highest spot? If you said Neil Young:
Heart of Gold, close, but no cigar. 

While the much-lauded film about our
country’s favourite nasally troubadour
ended up in 11th place on Metacritic and
26th on Rotten Tomatoes, it was directed
by American Jonathan Demme and
produced with U.S. bucks, so is
considered entirely American. 

The winner is…Trailer Park Boys: 
The Movie, which finished an impressive
20th on IMDB. Congratulations boys!

Pan’s Labyrinth
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HANNIBAL RISING ( F E B R U A R Y )
Hannibal Lecter completists will want to catch this fifth movie about the famed cannibal,
played now by 22-year-old Gaspard Ulliel. Of course, Lecter’s most popular film incarnation
came via Anthony Hopkins’ portrayal in 1991’s Silence of the Lambs, 2001’s Hannibal and
2002’s Red Dragon. But British actor Brian Cox also played the genius killer in an earlier
version, the 1986 movie Manhunter.

All of the movies are based on books by novelist Thomas Harris, including this one. Well,
actually, Harris wrote the screenplay for Hannibal Rising first, and then turned it into a novel.

Continuing Hollywood’s current love affair with prequels, this film travels back to Lecter’s
early beginnings as a teen in World War Two-era Europe. When his parents and his beloved
sister are killed, Lecter escapes to Paris where he hooks up with his dead uncle’s wife (Li Gong)
and develops a morbid obsession with dead bodies. We know where this is going.

famous  38 | j anuary  2007
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Nicolas Cage

MARCH � Reign Over Me — Adam Sandler takes his third stab at dramatic acting
(after Punch-Drunk Love and Spanglish) in this movie about a man who loses his
family on September 11th and then reunites with an old college friend (Don Cheadle).
APRIL � Grindhouse — It’s two, two, two Sin City sequels in one, as director
Quentin Tarantino contributes Death of Proof (about a guy who kills women with
his car) and Robert Rodriguez contributes Planet Terror (a zombie tale) to this
twofold spinoff of the graphic novel. B
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I BY MARNI WEISZ

GHOST RIDER ( F E B R U A R Y )
So Nicolas Cage finally gets to play a superhero. It’s not Superman, 
the comic book icon he’d been attached to play for years, before 
Tim Burton’s project fell through. And it’s not Luke Cage, the first
African-American superhero, from whom Cage took his last name
because he didn’t want to live in the shadow of his famous uncle,
Francis Ford Coppola. Instead it’s Marvel’s Johnny Blaze, a.k.a.
Ghost Rider, a sullen motorcycle stunt rider who sold his soul to the

devil, a.k.a. Mephisto (Peter Fonda), years ago to save his dying father. 
Now Blaze has the chance to earn his soul back, but he’ll have 

to defeat Blackheart (Wes Bentley), Mephisto’s power-hungry,
estranged son. 

And lest ye think that Cage is just settling for the first studio that’ll
let him slip into superhero garb, the actor claims he has been a huge
fan of the character since childhood and still has framed issues on his
wall. Plus, he’s a renowned motorcycle fanatic and has a tattoo of a
flaming skull — Ghost Rider’s trademark — on his arm. 

can’twait for... we would 
show you more

in this ad...
but we can’t.

see it all on the           

DVD dec. 26

jackass
number

two
the movie with stuff 

you didn’t see in theatres

WARNING: The stunts in this movie were performed by professionals,
so neither you nor your dumb little buddies should attempt anything from this movie.

www.paramount.com/homeentertainment

Copyright © 2006 by Paramount Pictures
and MTV Networks, a Division of Viacom

International Inc. All Rights Reserved.
TM, ® & Copyright © 2006 by

Paramount Pictures. All Rights Reserved.

*Unrated in U.S. Rated in Canada.

*
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1 In Smokin’ Aces, Ben Affleck once again plays a hitman. Can you name the last
movie in which he played an assassin for hire?

Anthony Minghella directs Jude Law in this month’s Breaking and Entering.
They’ve worked together twice before, and both films resulted in Oscar
nominations for Law. Name those movies.

Canadian Callum Keith Rennie plays a detective in the supernatural thriller 
The Invisible. Which of these TV series has Rennie not appeared in 
— Battlestar Galactica, Smallville, The L Word, Six Feet Under, Twitch City?

Happily N’Ever After is an animated feature that presumes fairy tale characters
have a life outside of their stories, similar to Shrek and a 2005 movie for which
Anne Hathaway voiced Little Red Riding Hood. Name that movie.

Fast Track sees Zach Braff playing a guy who’s forced to work for his 
father-in-law when his wife gets pregnant. In which other recent movie did 
Braff play a father-to-be?

David Bowie provides the voice of Maltazard in the animated fantasy Arthur and
the Invisibles. Which of the following is not one of Bowie’s alter egos — 
The Thin White Duke, Ziggy Stardust, Roger Dodger?

Lucy Liu is an undercover agent 
in the action-comedy Code Name:
The Cleaner. On which primetime 
TV show did she get her big 
break playing a litigious client 
turned lawyer?

Epic Movie spoofs popular films in
the same way that Scary Movie did.
Based on the fact that four of the
main characters are named Edmund,
Peter, Susan and Lucy, can you guess
one of the movies being spoofed?
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trivia |
1.Gigli2.The Talented Mr. Ripleyand Cold Mountain

3.Six Feet Under4.Hoodwinked! 5.The Last Kiss 
6.Roger Dodger7.Ally McBeal 8.The Chronicles of

Narnia: The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobeanswers
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Breaking and Entering’s
Jude Law

Lucy Liu and Cedric 
the Entertainer
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BROSNAN’S BACK IN THE SPY GAME, BLUNT FALLS FOR A
MAGICIAN AND DUNST IS HAUNTED BY NEW ROLE | BY INGRID RANDOJA

Blunt Force
You know your future looks bright when 
Meryl Streep thinks you’re hot stuff. Emily Blunt,
The Devil Wears Prada’s bitchy, scene-stealing
assistant, was praised for her work by co-star 
La Streep, and the icon’s thoughts are echoed by
the gaggle of Hollywood producers who’ve cast
the 23-year-old in their flicks. Look for her later
this year in The Great Buck Howard, as the love
interest of apprentice magician Colin Hanks, 
and as one of six characters who turn their lives
around in the ensemble dramedy The Jane Austen
Book Club. And next month she begins shooting
Sunshine Cleaning with the equally sought after
Amy Adams. They play two oddball sisters who
run a crime-scene cleaning service. 

Dunst
sees dead people
Marie Antoinette, a.k.a.
Kirsten Dunst, will leave 
her wigs and corsets 
behind to produce, and 
star in, the adaptation of 
author A.N. Wilson’s novel
A Jealous Ghost. Dunst 
will play a student 
studying in London who
falls in love with one of her
professors. Unfortunately,
her burgeoning love 
affair attracts the 
attention of envious 
spirits that haunt her.

� Look for Anne Hathaway to play Agent 99 opposite Steve Carell’s Maxwell Smart
in Get Smart. � Martin Lawrence will star as a talk-show host who questions his
life in The Better Man. � Crazy Dog casts Nicolas Cage as a cop who becomes
self-destructive after a moment of cowardice leads to his friend’s death. 
� TV’s favourite blue cartoon characters are coming to the big screen in the
just announced Smurfs movie (there’s even, gulp, talk of a Smurfs trilogy).BR

IE
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Brosnan
spies opportunity
If you think Pierce Brosnan
is sitting in a dark corner
somewhere pushing pins into a
Daniel Craig doll then think
again. The former 007 is out to
prove he’s still got spy blood in
his veins by agreeing to star in
The November Man, which
focuses on a secret agent who’s
forced to come out of hiding. He
also recently signed on to star in
the comedy Spy vs. Stu, which
casts him as a debonair spy who,
while relaxing on an island
paradise after saving the world
for the umpteenth time, takes a
shine to the girlfriend of a guy
named Stu. Brosnan will also
produce Spy vs. Stu, but there’s
no word yet on who will direct or
remaining cast members.
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“Pamper yourself” is an overwrought clichéthis time of year, suggestive
of too many long baths with dime-store vanilla candles. But there’s no denying we need
a little TLC to help us through January and the next few months of winter. 

We suggest a two-pronged attack of cozy, weather-beating clothes and great smelling,
body-and-soul soothing cosmetics. Mother Nature is snoozing now and in order to

keep our senses from going to sleep we need to give them new things to experience. 
Scientists believe the best way to keep our brains from stagnating is to create

new synaptic pathways by doing familiar tasks in different ways. So try operating
your computer mouse, dialing the phone or brushing your teeth with the 
opposite hand (more difficult than you’d imagine). Oh, and change up your bath
gel too. With no fresh flowers or cut grass to smell, you must create your own

good-smelling environment. The one thing we know to be true even though it has yet to
be proven by science: If you have fabulous workout wear, you’ll burn more calories. 

COLD
Use touch, smell and moisture to get through these
tough winter months I BY LIZA HERZ
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Bring some Northern Ontario
chic to your urban existence with
this cozy faux fur Trapper Hat
($45, Roots) from our favourite
Canadian flag-waving label. 

These sleek Yoga Separates
from La Senza Spirit (Cap Sleeve
T-shirt, $35; Back-Slit Capri,
$45) wick moisture from the
skin and are label-free for
comfort, yet stylish enough for
the outside world. Namaste.

When French fashion types
feel unfashionably sniffly, they
grab homeopathic remedy
Oscillococcinum ($15 for six
doses, select drugstores) to
shorten the severity and
minimize the symptoms of their
oncoming flu.  

Vichy Neovadiol Cream ($46,
drugstores) uses breakthrough
“green” technology to stimulate
skin cell nourishment for
improved resilience, all with 
a calming green tea fragrance.

Rugged, lace-up 
Moorland Boots ($180,
Timberland) keep you toasty,
and they’re waterproof, so you
can be chic and not worry about
getting a “soaker.”

The gold standard 
in hair treatment, Kérastase
Nutritive NutriDefense Treatment
($50, 1-866-537-2782 for
availability) has been

reformulated with glucose,
proteins and lipids to protect
and nourish parched hair. 

Initially created for actors 
like Robin Williams and Laura
Linney to wear on freezing cold
Canadian movie sets, the 
Toast Down-Filled Snow Skirt
($425,www.toastclothingco.com
for retailers) is the perfect
Hollywood North style statement.

Don’t let wayward hair
interfere with your calm during
yoga. Tame your locks with the
new Goody StayPut Headwrap
($6.50, drugstores) with a
rubber tread so your hair, 
well, stays put. 

Not a sticky gloss, but a
matte-finish protective salve,
Nuxe Rêve de Miel Lip Balm
($16, Shoppers Drug Mart)
heals lips and tastes deliciously
of grapefruit and honey. 

Party season is over, 
but that’s no excuse for straw-
like hair or dark roots. Clairol
Hydrience Crème Moisturizing
Haircolour ($11, drugstores)
pre-loads your hair with
moisture for natural-looking,
glossy colour.

Aromatherapists use 
hops to calm and bergamot 
to combat depression, so the
refreshing herbal ingredients 
in Ombra Aromatic Hops 
and Bergamot Body Wash
($5, drugstores) will do more 
for you than just smell good.
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You would think the
pressure would get to
Norah Jones. 

Together, her first two albums
— 2002’s Come Away With Me
and 2004’s Feels Like Home —
sold an astounding 30 million
copies. In an age of downloading
and stagnating CD sales that’s a
jaw-dropping amount, and the
thought of replicating sales
even close to that would leave a
lot of artists sweating.

But the 27-year-old Jones
remained calm and decided to
take her own sweet time when it
came to making her third
album. She invited musician
friends over to her home studio
to play around with songs she’d
written, and her record label,
Blue Note, didn’t even know 

she was recording material. 
The result is the far more

personal and mature Not Too
Late (in stores January 30th), the
first album entirely comprised
of songs written by Jones (covers
anchored her first two efforts).

“I said I wanted to get better
as a songwriter and what I meant
was that I was hoping to get
better,” says Jones with a laugh
on the line from New York City. 

“I was also hoping to just write
more, and find that balance of
using your own experiences and
your own feelings on things, and
then looking outside yourself. I
don’t think you have to purge
your feelings all the time, not
everyone wants to listen to
songs about you, me, you,
me...me, me me, but I do that

sometimes too [laughs].”
Yup, doomed relationships 

and fragile emotional states do
frequent her songs, but this 
time around she also touches on
subjects such as American foreign
policy (“My Dear Country”) 
and political persecution 
(“The Sun Doesn’t Like You”).

And she’s not just stretching
as a musician, she’s moved into
acting, having been cast by
acclaimed Hong Kong director
Wong Kar Wai in his first English-
language film, My Blueberry
Nights, which co-stars Jude Law,
Rachel Weisz and Natalie
Portman. And the role is no
cameo, she’s the star of the pic.

“I have no idea why [Wong Kar
Wai] asked me, and I have no
idea why I accepted and threw

Having written all the songs on her new album, and with a budding
movie career, Norah Jones just keeps on growing I BY INGRID RANDOJA

DIANA ROSS
I Love You >> January 16
Let the original dreamgirl
serenade you with her
versions of pop love songs,
including a weird stab at
“Crazy Little Thing Called
Love” and a gorgeous
rendering of “You Are 
So Beautiful.”

JOHN WAITE
Downtown....Journey of a
Heart >> January 16
British popster Waite
gives us the Coles Notes
version of his musical
career with new renditions
of his best songs from the
’70s, ’80s and ’90s,
including “Missing You,”
transformed into 
a haunting duet with
Alison Krauss. 

JAMIE T
Panic Prevention 
>> January 30
The 20-year-old from
Wimbledon — whose witty
lyrics and political
posturing remind many of a
young Billy Bragg — drops
his debut album after a
string of EP successes.

Outthis
MONTH

ALL NORAH, ALL THE TIME

myself in head over heels without
taking any acting lessons, 
but I did,” she says. “It’s weird,
we have this complete blind
trust in one another. 

“I don’t think anyone will
think I’m the best actress ever,
but I really loved doing it, and I
don’t think I would have done it
if the stars weren’t aligned and
if it wasn’t him. I really love his
movies,” she continues, “they
look so beautiful. When I was
deciding on whether or not to 
do the movie my friends said,
‘Even if you stink you’re 
going to look great!’”

Liner_Jan07  12/13/06  4:29 PM  Page 44
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WORLD OF WARCRAFT:
THE BURNING CRUSADE MAC, PC
Since late 2004, 7.5 million players
worldwide have joined the World of Warcraft
community, buying the software, and then
paying a monthly fee (usually about $15)
to participate in planet Earth’s most
successful massively multiplayer online
role-playing game (MMORPG). For the
uninitiated, MMORPGs are distinguished
from other role-playing games by both the
number of players and a “persistent” world

which continues to exist and evolve while
the player is away from the game.

Continuing the rich, imaginative 
and insidiously addictive gameplay of the
original fantasy, updated features include
a whole new continent, two new playable
races, flying mounts, enhancements to
player-vs.-player action, plus new quests,
dungeons and monsters. And for lonely, 
long-suffering WoW spouses and friends, 
at least The Burning Crusade is arriving
after Christmas, so you had the chance to
see your loved ones over the holidays
before they disappear back into the world
of Azeroth.

WARIO WARE:
SMOOTH MOVES WII
Nintendo’s latest collection of microgames
— simple, rapid-fire contests lasting no
more than five seconds — will have you
wildly spinning, swinging and poking your
Wii controller. The “Wii-mote,” you may

recall, is the new console’s wand-like piece
of niftiness that detects motion and
rotation in three dimensions.

Smooth Moves randomly hurls more
than 200 games at you, making for
demented gameplay, which is only
exaggerated by such wacky Wii-mote
challenges as turning the controller in
circles to work a crank, sautéing food by
holding it like a frying pan, poking in
grandma’s dentures, tracing a picture and,
for the three-year-old in all of us, thrusting
it upward to pick a giant nose.
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ALAN WAKE
PC, X360
Thriller writer Alan Wake had a
great life; and then he didn’t.
Now things are going from bad
to worse to ghastly. 

You see, around the time
Alan met and proposed to 
Alice, his great new girl, the
struggling writer’s long-delayed

horror novel (based on his
nightmares) practically started
to write itself, going on to
become a bestseller. Then one
day Alice just disappeared. Now
Alan can’t write. What’s worse,
he can’t even sleep. 

Hoping for a cure, Mr. A. Wake
(hmmm, maybe he should have
seen this affliction coming)

arrives in the deceptively 
idyllic Pacific Northwest town
of Bright Falls (pop. 2,086). He
manages to work again, but
disturbing things start to
happen. Instead of writing
adventures based on his
nightmares, when night falls,
his new, nightmarish writings
seem to be coming true. First
there’s the tragedy with the
nameless hitchhiker, then the
gruesomeness at the rope
bridge. And all too soon, the
line between reality and
subconscious blurs. 

Wake starts to explore the
town, attempting to unravel the
mysterious events little 
by little in a deep, episodic
narrative deliberately similar to
TV dramas like Lost or 
Twin Peaks. Strictly speaking,
Alan Wake is a single-player
action-adventure game.
However, revealing its
ambitions, developer Remedy
(of the acclaimed Max Payne
games) calls it a “cinematic
action thriller.” 

While there are missions to
pursue, players will be able to
roam freely through 10 square
kilometres of town and
wilderness, interacting with
characters, solving puzzles and
engaging in close combat with
highly unpleasant entities. Not
only is Wake slowly losing his
sanity, Bright Falls is also losing
its daylight, and the creatures
of darkness are drawing
strength from the shadows. To
survive, he must use the light as
a weapon, along with more
conventional implements.

While it seems like we say
this every month, this next-gen
game sports breathtakingly
vivid detail and atmosphere —
light reflects off cars and lakes
and weather conditions (which
will have a significant role in
the plot) fluidly change from
day to night, clear to foggy. Of
course, innovative technology
alone doesn’t cut it, so there’s
one more thing to know about
Alan Wake: it’s really, really,
friggin’ scary. 

WELCOME TO HIS NIGHTMARE
Insomnia, bad dreams and great graphics propel Alan Wake I BY SCOTT GARDNER
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OPEN SEASON 
VOICES: Martin Lawrence, Ashton Kutcher

DIRECTORS: Roger Allers,
Jill Culton, Anthony Stacchi
STORY: Grizzly bear Boog
(Lawrence) has been
raised by Beth the Park
Ranger (Debra Messing)
since he was a cub, and
is quite content to live in

her garage and eat out of a dog dish. But
after Boog and his troublemaking cohort
Elliot the deer mule (Kutcher) cause havoc in
town, Beth realizes it’s time to release her pet
into the wild. Unfortunately, it’s the start of
hunting season and Beth has underestimated
the dangers of both man and nature.

CATCH A FIRE
STARS: Tim Robbins, Derek Luke
DIRECTOR: Phillip Noyce (The Quiet American)
STORY: Patrick Chamusso (Luke) is an oil

refinery worker who keeps his head 
down and stays out of politics in 
apartheid-era South Africa. But 
when he is falsely accused of helping to 
bomb that refinery, then tortured and 
imprisoned, he transforms into a radical. 
Robbins plays a colonel who interrogates
Chamusso in this tense drama that’s 
based on a true story. DVD EXTRAS: 
“The Spark that Unites Us,” commentary
by director, actors and the real 
Patrick Chamusso

J A N U A R Y  2

SNAKES ON A
PLANE ($39)

The buzz was huge, the 
box office was not, but DVD
should be the perfect medium for
this cheesy thriller that had the
biggest online boost of any film
since The Blair Witch Project.

It begins in Hawaii, where
surfer Sean Jones (Nathan
Phillips) witnesses the murder
of a prosecutor by a badass
gangster (Bryon Lawson). After
an attempt on his life, Jones
seeks the help of FBI agent
Neville Flynn (Samuel L.
Jackson) and agrees to testify
against said gangster. Jones 
and Flynn then board the red-eye
to L.A. where the trial will take
place. And we all know what

happens next…the killer has
smuggled crates of serpents
onto the plane, and once the
aircraft reaches cruising altitude
the snakes are released, killing
the pilot. Jackson gets to spout
myriad expletive-laden phrases,
including the one created —
and made famous — on the web
long before the movie came
out…something about the
snakes and their romantic
intentions toward your mother, 
I believe.

The DVD is packed with 
such bonus features as 
“Snakes on a Blog” and “Meet
the Reptiles,” a gag reel, 10
deleted scenes, and director
and actor commentaries.

J A N U A R Y  9

IDIOCRACY ($43)

The biggest movie mystery of
2006 had nothing to do with a
Da Vinci painting — it was what
happened to Idiocracy.

The movie stars Luke Wilson
as an American GI who
participates in an experiment
that freezes him for 500 years.
When he wakes up and thaws
out he discovers that the world’s
population has become so
dumbed down that he is now the
smartest man on Earth. 

The film was directed by
Mike Judge, the creator of 
TV’s Beavis and Butt-Head and
King of the Hill, and whose only
other big-screen directing effort,
Office Space, is a classic. So a
lot of people were waiting for
this movie. But on September 1,
Idiocracy limped into only a
handful of theatres across 
North America without the
support of any commercials, a
website, or even a trailer.
Accordingly, its box office take

was a miniscule $.3-million
(U.S.). Why? It didn’t test well.
Also, co-star Dax Shepard has
suggested the film’s attacks on
well-known corporations may
have played a part. Funny thing
is, most of the reviewers who did
get to see the film really liked it,
calling it “stingingly funny” and
“a satire for our time.”

Decide for yourself with this
DVD release that includes the
deleted scenes “Joe in
Whitehouse Looks Out,”
“Babies/Trashy Guy & Girl in
Truck,” “Girlfriend #1” and
“Girlfriend #2.”

Spotlight:

Samuel L. Jackson

Dax Shepard (left) 
with Luke Wilson
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THE COVENANT 
STARS: Steven Strait,
Sebastian Stan
DIRECTOR: Renny Harlin
(Deep Blue Sea)
STORY: Four teen boys
with witchy genes that
reach all the way back to

Salem find themselves in trouble when a
student is found dead at a party they were
all attending.

J A N U A R Y  9  

CRANK 
STARS: Jason Statham, Amy Smart
DIRECTORS: Mark Neveldine, Brian Taylor
STORY: A hitman (Statham) injected 
with a Chinese poison can only stay 
alive as long as he keeps his adrenalin
pumping. And there are two good reasons
to stay alive — seek revenge and find 
an antidote. So he starts a mad dash
through Los Angeles, during which he
realizes that in addition to trashing 
stuff and hurting people, embarrassment
and public sex are two of the best ways 
to keep blood pumping.

THE ILLUSIONIST 
STARS: Edward Norton,
Jessica Biel
DIRECTOR: Neil Burger
(Interview with 
the Assassin)
STORY: This moody,
sepia-tinged period

piece about turn-of-the-century magician
Eiesnheim (Norton) showed up on more
than a few year-end Top Ten lists. 
When Austria’s Crown Prince Leopold
(Rufus Sewell) attends a show with
Eisenheim’s old flame Sophie (Biel) on 
his arm, the performer enlists the 
dark arts to reconnect with his lost love.
DVD EXTRAS: making-of featurette,
interview with Biel

THE NIGHT LISTENER 
STARS: Robin Williams, Rory Culkin
DIRECTOR: Patrick Stettner 
(The Business of Strangers)
STORY: Williams plays Gabriel Noone, a
nighttime radio talk show host who’s asked
to read a manuscript in which a young boy
(Culkin) outlines the abuse he suffered at
the hands of his parents. Taken with the
story, Noone develops a relationship with
the boy over the phone, but soon begins to
suspect that all may not be as it seems.
Based on the somewhat autobiographical
book by Armistead Maupin. DVD EXTRAS:
deleted scenes, commentaries

J A N U A R Y  1 6

GRIDIRON GANG
STARS: Dwayne 
Johnson, Xzibit
DIRECTOR: 
Phil Joanou (Entropy)
STORY: Based on the
1993 documentary of
the same name, which of

course was based on a true story, this
inspirational drama stars Johnson (a.k.a.
The Rock of WWE fame) as a probation
officer who uses football to teach a bunch
of juvenile offenders to respect each other
and work together. DVD EXTRAS: deleted
scenes, “The Rock Takes the Field,” 
multi-angle football scene

THE TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE:
THE BEGINNING
STARS: Matt Bomer, Taylor Handley
DIRECTOR: Jonathan Liebesman (Darkness Falls)
STORY: This prequel stitches together the
early days of infamous cannibal killer
Leatherface (Andrew Bryniarski), just as
he’s stitching together his famous mask
from the faces of his first victims. Handley
and Bomer play a couple of buddies on one
last road trip before heading off to Vietnam.
Needless to say, they choose the wrong
road. DVD EXTRAS: deleted scenes, director
commentary, “Down to the Bone”

THE PROTECTOR
STARS: Tony Jaa, Bongkoj Khongmalai
DIRECTOR: Prachya Pinkaew (Ong-bak)
STORY: Thai martial arts master Jaa plays a
country boy whose father’s prize elephants
are stolen by an international crime
syndicate and shipped to Australia just
before proud papa can present them to the
King of Thailand. DVD EXTRAS: “No Wires
Attached: Making The Protector,”
“Choreographing the Fight Scenes.” 
A two-disc Collector’s Edition features the
international version of the film, which has
25 extra minutes

J A N U A R Y  2 3

FLYBOYS 
STARS: James Franco, Jennifer Decker
DIRECTOR: Tony Bill (Untamed Heart)
STORY: This beautifully shot period piece
pays tribute to the Lafayette Escadrille, a
unit of American fighter pilots battling the
Germans in World War One. Franco plays an
airman who falls for a French gal (Decker)
who’s raising her brother’s orphaned kids.

THIS FILM IS NOT YET RATED 
STARS: Kevin Smith, Matt Stone
DIRECTOR: Kirby Dick (Twist of Faith)
STORY: Documentarian Dick uses humour,
a couple of real-life investigators, and
interviews with a long list of filmmakers,
including Smith, Stone and Canadians Atom
Egoyan and Mary Harron, to delve into the
mysterious world of movie ratings. Who
decides a film’s rating? What is it based
on? Why is sex judged more harshly than
violence? What recourse do filmmakers have?

SHERRYBABY 
STARS: Maggie Gyllenhaal, Danny Trejo
DIRECTOR: Laurie Collyer (Nuyorican Dream)
STORY: In this small, sad, critically
acclaimed indie drama, Gyllenhaal plays
Sherry Swanson, a recovering drug addict
who gets out of prison after three years and
finds it harder than she’d hoped to resume
a relationship with her young daughter.
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GO HOME WITH THE ILLUSIONIST, CRANK OR FLYBOYS I BY MARNI WEISZ
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Capricorn
December 23 � January 20
It’s not easy to defend an unpopular point of
view, but it pays to stick to your beliefs. You
also win high marks, and rewards, for
enthusiasm and hard work. There’s a playful
angle too, with January including a new
relationship with an upbeat personality.

Aquarius
January 21 � February 19 
You strike a truce with opinionated friends
who finally start to mellow. It’s a good
month to acquire art or antiques, but be
sure to check their authenticity. Someone
is observing the way you deal with people.
Your firm but fair approach will work to your
advantage. 

Pisces
February 20 � March 20
Visits from old friends lead to renewed
interest in an activity from long ago.
Someone’s behaviour has been upsetting,
and around the 15th you find the courage
to express how you feel. Psychic powers are
strong, with more hits than misses.

Aries
March 21 � April 20
An extravagant streak surfaces early in
January. Watch out for a tendency to spend
recklessly. Surprising family news is mostly
good — but seek out further details right
away. You finally find a taker for something
you’ve been trying to unload. 

Taurus
April 21 � May 22 
Yogi Berra said that if you come to a fork in
the road, take it. Follow his advice — and
explore two fascinating options that
present themselves this month. Someone
who’s been stalling finally makes a move.
And in the financial realm, your overall
situation brightens once you start to 
keep records.

Gemini
May 23 � June 21 
Someone is trying to contact you, but may
have hit a snag. Think about who may need
an update on your address. Your gift for
making people feel at ease can backfire
when guests start to wear out their
welcomes. Set a realistic goal for getting
into shape.

Cancer
June 22 � July 22
Relationships can get too intense too
quickly. Take time to assess the situation.
You’re called in as a witness to an event
you observed. A stalled project is back on
track. Someone’s trying to trick you into
revealing information. Be guarded around
the 19th.

Leo
July 23 � August 22
First resolution? Cut back on resolutions.
This is a month for spontaneity, not to-do
lists. Sign up for a fitness program, be
more assertive at work, and express pent-up
feelings. Of course, there’s always an
exception. Finances need a long-range plan.

Virgo
August 23 � September 22
You’re being trained for something
important that will happen over the next
three months. This is an excellent time to
overcome a phobia. You find someone who
shares your quirky ways, and your self-
confidence grows as you assess recent
accomplishments.

Libra
September 23 � October 22 
Little is obvious. Objects go astray, and
messages have hidden meanings. But look
under the surface, and you’re bound to find
what you seek. 

Scorpio
October 23 � November 21 
Your individualistic nature may raise
eyebrows, but it’s in sync with a month 
that offers unusual opportunities for 
self-expression. You meet someone who
possesses attributes that you admire.
Leadership is not your strength — it’s best
to share responsibilities.

Sagittarius
November 22 � December 22
You develop an interest in a field that
involves property or investing. Relatives 
are more generous — and more
forthcoming with information. You’re
surrounded with larger-than-life
personalities at month’s end.

star | gazing |

1st: Verne Troyer
2nd: Taye Diggs
3rd: Mel Gibson
4th: Dyan Cannon
5th: Diane Keaton
6th: Rowan Atkinson
7th: Nicolas Cage
8th: David Bowie
9th: Imelda Staunton
10th: Rod Stewart
11th: Amanda Peet

12th: Kirstie Alley
13th: Orlando Bloom
14th: Jason Bateman
15th: Chad Lowe
16th: Kate Moss
17th: Jim Carrey
18th: Kevin Costner
19th: Dolly Parton
20th: Bill Maher
21st: Geena Davis
22nd: Diane Lane

23rd: Rutger Hauer
24th: Nastassia Kinski
25th: Alicia Keys
26th: Ellen DeGeneres
27th: Bridget Fonda
28th: Elijah Wood
29th: Heather Graham
30th: Christian Bale
31st: Minnie Driver

JANUARY BIRTHDAYS
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Orlando Bloom sails 
into his 30th year
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DENISE RICHARDS
“I eat M&Ms almost every morning
with my coffee.”

EVA MENDES
“Bread, that’s my crack. Some 
people have a crack problem. 
I have a bread problem.”

HEIDI KLUM
“Big Macs — I love that weird sauce 
with the pickle things in it. McDonald’s is
everywhere in the United States, but not
in the town where I’m from in Germany.
We had to drive into the next big city to
get it. It was a huge deal to go.”

HEATHER LOCKLEAR
“Chocolate icing, I eat it right out
of the can.”

BRITTANY MURPHY
“You can tell how stressed out I am by
how many Popsicle wrappers are by my
bed when I wake up in the morning.”

JOHNNY KNOXVILLE
“I would like to go back to writing, but
whiskey always gets in the way. I ruined
myself on Tennessee whiskey by the time
I was 15. Whiskey usually brings out the
worst in me.”

SCARLETT JOHANSSON
“Whenever I get back from Europe, 
I’m always dying for some good 
Mexican food. You can’t find a 
decent burrito anywhere!”

SANDRA BULLOCK
“A full pint of Häagen-Dazs ice 
cream — chocolate peanut butter 
— and carrot cake. I like raw cookie
dough and marshmallow fluff, too.”

BILLY BOB THORNTON
“German chocolate cake.”
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ON THEIR FAVOURITE
FOODS
BY SUSAN GRANGER

DREW BARRYMORE
“I love cheese. No stinky fromage for me. 
I like Kraft singles — they make the best 
grilled cheese sandwiches. You get home after 
a night out, you rock the grilled cheese.”
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IT  STARTED
WITH RE VENGE.
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